Engineers Are Favored In Hurdles and 440—Harvard Strong In Dashes And Mile

Third and Fourth Place Men Are Expected To Decide Meet, With Both Teams Evenly Matched For Firsts

Technology's track team will open the outdoor season against Harvard tomorrow afternoon at Soldiers' Field, at which time the Cardinal and Gray will make a valiant effort to atone, in part at least, for the overwhelming defeat suffered at the hands of the Crimson last year. Although a victory is beyond the hopes of the most rabid Institute fan, the competition will be mighty close, and Os Holland's men should annex several first places.

Although the team's greatest strength is on the track, points will probably be forthcoming in the hurdles, shot, and javelin. The Harvard star performers in these two events will probably be全方位 and Wintzelt. In the sprints, Technology has Weibe, Berman, Eady, and K. E. Smith to oppose All Mill and Landell, the class of the enemy sprinters.

Hallahan and Menard will travel the quarter-mile distances at the head of the Cardinal and Gray pack in all probability, while Nichol and Braut seem to be the Crimson's best. The Harvard pair, E. A. Johnson and K. E. Smith, will come out with G. W. Smith and Prest, and possibly Captain Maguire of Harvard. Haggerty will run in the mile, and since he is still one of the best opportunities of beating out Kieswetter and Northfield of M. I. T. Other good prospects in this event are Mitchell and Brown of M. I. T.

A good race in the two-mile print is promised when Rod Burnett and Austin stack up against Keel, Flesher, and Womansey, the Harvard runners. Tech's prospects seem very bright in the last two events, while on the field, Jack Waite is expected to contribute points in the broad jump, as well as the long jump, though he is not quite as fast as Johnson and Berman, but will be up against each man a few places off the front of the Crimson.

Glantzberg is a mighty hard man to beat in the hammer and shot, and Morris and Sturltshauer look the good prospects in the latter event. As Harvard's Skyly leading prospects are C. A. Pratt in the shot and hammer, Linder in the hammer, and Grossnick in the disc, Martin, Glazier, and Gray will have to labor hard to win firsts in these events.

Quaint a few of Technology's points should be placed in the weight events.

The javelin throw will find McConnell and Sturltshauer, the M. I. T. hopes, throwing against C. A. Pratt and E. D. Pratt of Harvard. The pole-throwing event is a shoo-in for the Crimson.

The second cruise of the floating school will also be a very interesting and closely contested event.

The second part of the spring will bring about the end of practice, while the squad leaves vacant the post of captain. There is no indecision in the Tech baseball team, and during that time great interest will be shown in the success or failure of the team.
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